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Operating instructions for the contactless        WCPC88CL  
Installation 

 
This product should be installed by a suitably qualified professional from the water industry. Please refer to the product manual for further instructions. 

 

Operating instructions 

 
1. Green power LED indicates power is on. 

2. Orange LED will light up during dispensing. 

3. To activate dispensing place your hand in front of the sensor <4cm. 

4. To stop dispensing remove your hand. 

5. This unit is programmed to allow a maximum dispense time of 6 seconds per dispense.  

6. If you require more than 6 seconds of water simply, remove your hand and reactivate the sensor as per step 3. 

7. In the event of a malfunction turn the power off and contact your supplier.  

 

Important information 
* CL88 not suitable for use in direct or indirect sunlight i.e. sunlight reflecting off a window/mirrored surface onto the sensor may result in unstable 

performance/false actuation. 

** Locating the cooler: Avoid facing the cooler towards external open doors or windows this may cause unstable performance. 

*** Hi Vis material may activate dispensing when in proximity <1metre. 

 

This cooler is fitted with a 10-litre alarmed drip tray overflow kit. In the event of the alarm sounding empty the jerry can, located inside the cooler.  

• Turn the power off to the cooler. 

• Remove the drip tray and then the lower front panel by pushing down and pulling out from the top.  

• Remove the Jerrycan from the shelf and empty. (To disable the alarm, remove one of the probes from the top of the Jerry can). 

• Reinstall the Jerrycan (and probes if removed) into the cooler on the shelf and ensure the drainpipe is connected to the jerry can opening. 

• Fix the lower panel and drip tray back on the cooler. Ensure the panel is fastened securely. 

• Turn the power back on. 
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